1. Plan Type - “SEP” (Separation), “FLT” (Fleet Reserve) and RET (Retirement) will bring up the Transition Section.
2. Planned Date - The date of Separation, Fleet Reserve or Retirement.
   a. Only one plan type and date allowed at a time.
   b. Plan Type, Date and All Other GPS Fields can be updated until the Planned Date passes, after that a new plan will need to be created.
3. GPS Required
   a. If yes, # 4 will be hidden.
   b. If no, # 4 is required to be entered.
4. GPS Exemption - Since exemption policy was not published at release only 2 place holders are available Demobilized Reservist and Hospitalized. 4 other Exemptions created and can be activated upon publication of policy.
5. GPS Scheduled Checkbox – updated when the Sailor has a confirmed seat.
6. DD 2648 – Date the Sailor’s DD 2648 was completed
7. ITP Completed – Date the Sailor’s ITP was completed
8. GPS Completed – Date the GPS Course was completed
9. Capstone Completed – Date the Capstone Course was completed.
10. Career Readiness Indicator – Checked when all requirements of GPS Transition have been completed (The Date Checked is stored in background for reporting if needed.)